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Introduction

The purpose of second language teaching is to give immigrants the linguistic skills they need to settle 
down and become part of the new community. This means that the teaching of the second language must 
create an interplay between the language the learners need in the workplace, in public life and in private 
life, and the language of instruction.

It is a political goal to get immigrants into employment as soon as possible, so that they can support 
themselves financially, become integrated into society and learn the language. This means that language 
teaching must have a special focus on work-oriented language. Within this context, language teachers 
must, then, create an interplay between the language used in the learners’ workplace or work placement 
and the language taught at the training centre.

When the learners’ language learning is to be combined with practical training or employment, it is, how-
ever, important to be aware that they do not automatically learn the language by getting into a workplace 
and that this is a complex didactical task for the language teachers.

First of all, the learners are whole human beings and not just workers. They are going to live and spend 
their lives in the country, and integration and language learning will be closely linked to all aspects of 
their lives. Language teaching, therefore, has to go beyond the language the learners encounter in their 
first job/work placement, and include the language, strategies and knowledge they need to find a perma-
nent place for themselves in the workplace and in civil society. Language teaching also has to help the 
learners to gain an understanding of the ‘system’, i.e. how society and workplaces work, what rules apply, 
what cultural norms, traditions and social conventions they will encounter and how they can interact with 
others.

Secondly, the learners are only involved in communication to a fairly limited extent in many workplaces. 
This can be because the tasks they perform do not require them to use language much. It can also be be-
cause they, for various reasons, are marginalised in the workplace. They may, for example, perform tasks 
that are usually performed by immigrants, and the people they work with may speak a language other 
than Norwegian. It can also be because they have not been included in the workplace community and 
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that they become or feel marginalised or discriminated against due to cultural differences or misunder-
standings. There may not be a training plan in the workplace, and this can give rise to doubt about the 
purpose of the work placement and how to get to grips with the situation. Here, instruction can support 
and empower the learners, giving them a chance to overcome linguistic, social, vocational and cultural 
barriers and carve out a more central place for themselves in the workplace communities.

Thirdly, if one wants to acquire fluent, correct and sophisticated language skills, it is not enough to just 
take part in communication – you also need to be given an opportunity to focus on the language, process 
your language experiences and get help to correct the language you are in the process of acquiring, so 
that you do not risk developing a language that is neither fluent nor correct, or that is ‘fluently incorrect’.

Finally, the learners can find it difficult to reorient themselves after many ruptures in the course of their 
lives , to process the many new experiences they gain and put them together to form a meaningful life – 
to create biographical coherence and meaning. In this process, the classroom can be a place where there 
is room for the learners to process their life experiences and to help them to see and create a connection 
between their past, present and future, including how a work placement or job can form a meaningful 
part of this. 

All these tasks cannot be solved or processed through language teaching alone, as that would be an 
extremely resource-intensive job. It is, therefore, important that all stakeholders who are responsible for 
giving the participants a chance to make a life for themselves in society – including the workplace, the 
training centre, NAV and the refugee office – work together to draw up an overall plan for the learner. 
The goal of this plan must be to enable the participants to utilise and develop their resources in the pro-
cess of becoming integrated into the labour market and society at large.

Background for the article

This article is largely based on experiences gained in a development project under the auspices of Skills 
Norway, which was carried out in collaboration with four adult education centres of varying sizes in dif-
ferent locations in Norway. We are very grateful to all the training centres for their enthusiastic participa-
tion in the project. Michael Svendsen Pedersen has been responsible for implementing the project and he 
has written this article in collaboration with Skills Norway.

Some of the examples are also taken from the Danish project ‘Sprog på arbejdspladsen. En undersøgelse 
af sprogbrug i relation til arbeidsfunktioner på udvalgte arbejdspladser’ (‘Language in the Workplace. A 
survey of language use in relation to work functions in selected workplaces’) (Michael Svendsen Peders-
en, 2017), in which audio and video recordings of communication situations in different workplaces were 
collected and studied. All references to people and places have been anonymised.
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Working space and teaching space  
– a learning circuit

In order to make language teaching work-oriented, it is essential to create an interplay between what is 
happening in the teaching of the learners, here referred to as the teaching space, and the learners’ ex-
periences in the workplace and work placement, here referred to as the working space. This model can 
illustrate the interplay between the working space and the teaching space: 

Teaching spaceWorking space

LEARNING SPACE THE REFLECTION CIRCLE

Use

Collect

Functional language

Job task

Vocational/
Professionalculture
Work organisation

Functional language

Task in the classroom

Integration tasks

Discussion of the 
surronding system

Communicative
approach

Socio-cultural
approach

Biographical approach

1. Description of 
the situaton:
• What happened?

4. Analyse:
• Which theories?
• Why?
• How did you use them?
• Are other theories relevant?

2. Emotions/thoughts
in the situation:
• What did you feel/think?
• Why?

3. Evaluation:
• What was good in
   the situation?
• What was less good?

6. New action:
• What will you do if 
   you find yourself in  
   a similar situation?

5. Conclusion:
• Wat could you have
   done di�erently?
• Why?

 

One can start by collecting authentic examples of language in the working space. This can be done by 
making audio and video recordings of oral communication, and by collecting examples of written commu-
nication. The teacher then analyses the examples to see what is characteristic of the language in the com-
munication and how it is used. Finally, the examples can be used to organise the language teaching in the 
teaching space. The learners can also take the language they are working on in the classroom back into the 
workplace, where they can use it and try it out. The experience gained can be brought back into the teach-
ing space from the workplace. In this way, a learning circuit can be created between the working space and 
the teaching space, and a common learning space can be established that includes activities in both places.
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Collecting language samples in the workplace does not have to just be the teacher’s job. The learners 
themselves can collect examples of oral and written language in their workplace or work placement as 
part of the learning circuit. One way of doing this is to give the learners what are known as ‘integration 
tasks’ (Sandwall, 2013). Integration tasks are tasks related to the exploration of language and work cul-
ture; they are prepared in the learning space and then carried out in the working space. The experience 
the learners gain from completing the tasks is then brought back into the learning space for further pro-
cessing. The tasks can, for example, involve observing, listening to or trying out a particular linguistic pat-
tern in the workplace, and bringing the experience gained back into the classroom for joint analysis. The 
learners are given concrete tasks and have a reason to start conversations at work. According to Sandwall, 
this can help them to establish a legitimate role for themselves in the workplace community, and thereby 
make them feel more confident, so that they dare to initiate communication to a greater extent. The learn-
ers become ‘ethnographers’ and ‘experts’ on the language used in their own workplace, and they take 
greater responsibility and play a more active role in their own language learning.

Many examples of written communication can be found when collecting samples of the language used in 
the workplace, for example in the form of texts, images and diagrams that can be photographed or cop-
ied. They can be messages on notice boards, information about health, safety and the environment (HSE), 
incident reports and similar. Collecting samples of the oral language used in different work situations 
can include observing and taking notes, and interviewing managers, staff and learners. Audio or video 
recordings are, however, necessary to gain an accurate picture. In a work context, language is usually an 
integral part of the performance of job tasks, which is why it is useful to have video recordings, prefer-
ably on tablets or mobile phones, so that it is possible to see how language, socialising and interaction 
with colleagues, machinery, work tools etc. are related. It is, however, important to be aware of the ethics 
of making such recordings. Recordings of children cannot be made without their parents’ consent, some 
workplaces may not allow recordings, and some learners/colleagues may not want to be filmed.

How the task of collecting, analysing and using language from the workplace is solved depends on the 
purpose of the language teaching and which didactic approach is chosen. In the following three chap-
ters, this will be addressed through a presentation of three different approaches that are not mutually 
exclusive, but supplementary: a communicative approach, a socio-cultural approach and a biographical 
approach.

Communicative approach and working with tasks

In a communicative approach to work-oriented second language teaching, the aim is for the learners 
to acquire the communicative competence needed to communicate in a way that is appropriate to the 
situation. They should be able to adapt the language they use to who they are communicating with, what 
they are communicating about, the channel through which communication takes place, and the purpose 
of the communication. Here, language is seen to be functional , i.e. it is used to perform speech acts – 
for example to give instructions, provide information, argue or explain something – in different contexts. 
Work-oriented second language teaching often emphasises words and phrases, which are indeed im-
portant building blocks in language teaching. In a communicative approach, however, it is important to 
remember that all words and phrases are used in a communication situation, and that the learners should 
learn to use the words and phrases to perform speech acts.

The communicative approach regards language learning as a cognitive processing of input received in 
interaction with others. The development of the second language is thus driven by active use of the 
language in natural contexts. Learners who are learning a new language process the linguistic input they 
receive, and thereby develop an interlanguage on their way to mastering the target language. If a learner 
says ‘jeg drikket melk’ (‘I drinked milk’), it is clearly wrong in relation to standard Norwegian, but ‘drik-
ket’ can be seen as reflecting the fact that the learner through communication with others has developed 
a – correct - hypothesis that many Norwegian verbs end with -et/-te in the past tense. The ‘incorrect’ 
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form thus shows that the learner is in a cognitive learning process, and just needs access to more natural 
language to find out that some verbs are irregular. One cannot learn a language simply by being given an 
opportunity to use it, however; one also has to be given an opportunity to raise one’s awareness of the 
language and process your linguistic experiences. Focusing on the formal aspects of language in connec-
tion with communication is a prerequisite for ensuring that the learners not only become fairly fluent in 
the language, but that their language is also correct and nuanced.

All language teaching is based on a perception of language and language learning. In a communicative 
approach, one should, therefore, create a language learning space where the learners are given an oppor-
tunity to use authentic language, and where they can process their linguistic experiences through linguis-
tic awareness. Communicative problem-solving tasks (or just ‘tasks’) are used for this purpose.

A ‘task’ is a problem-solving task where there is an information gap – meaning that some learners have 
information that others do not – so that that they have to solve the task together through communication 
(Michael Svendsen Pedersen, 2015). An example of a type of task can be where the teacher distributes 
the pictures in a picture series among a group of learners. Without showing each other the pictures, the 
learners must talk among themselves to agree on the correct order of the pictures. In this way, the infor-
mation gap creates a space for natural communication.

A task can be designed around a defined communicative situation from the learners’ everyday lives, 
known as a ‘target task’. In work-oriented language learning, these challenges are taken from the learners’ 
workplace / work placement. A learner may, for example, perform a job task following instructions from 
a superior or a colleague. Based on this situation, the teacher can design a ‘pedagogical task’, also simply 
called a ‘task’.1 Before the learners can start on the task, however, they must have the linguistic tools and 
knowledge in their ‘toolbox’ required to solve it. These preparations are called ‘pre-task activities’. Once 
they have completed the pedagogical task, they can concentrate on the linguistic problems that arose in 
connection with the task, by performing what is known as a post-task. In the following chapter, we will 
present examples of how to work with tasks in work-oriented language training.

Examples of working with tasks relating to instructions

One of the speech acts that occurs in connection with different job tasks in many workplaces is instruc-
tion. The following examples show how to collect, analyse and work with instructions based on a com-
municative approach. The first example shows how to create work-oriented tasks based on a textbook 
and online resources, while the next two show tasks that build on observations and recordings of the 
learners’ job tasks while on placement in a retirement home and a kindergarten.

Following a food recipe from a textbook

As an introduction to following written instructions in the work context, the learners can work commu-
nicatively on instructions in cookbooks or textbooks. It is important to be aware that the language used 
in textbooks is rarely identical to the language used in real communication situations – for example in 
the case of dialogues. Given these limitations, the texts can be used to make the learners aware of the 
language they will encounter in work and work placement contexts.

1 More about the relationship between ‘target tasks’ and ‘pedagogical tasks’: Long, Mike (2015): Second Language Acquisition and Task-Based Language Teaching. Chichester: Wiley Blackwell.
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A)  COLLECTING
One of the job tasks in a commercial kitchen can be to make a dish from a recipe. The recipe can be 
found in a cookbook, online, or be printed on paper. The recipe used here is taken from a textbook 
(Flom and Søberg, 2011), but it is similar to authentic recipes, although the language may be slightly sim-
plified:

Recipe for lamb stew (50 people)

 17 kg of lamb on the bone 
 10 large cabbages
 5 packets of whole peppercorns 
 2 dl of salt
 5 litres of water

 Preparation
 1.  Cut the cabbages into smaller pieces.
 2. Place slices of cabbage and meat in layers
 3. Sprinkle salt and pepper between the layers.
 4. Pour over the water.
 5. Bring the water to the boil by turning up the heat.
 6. Turn down the heat when the water boils. Leave the stew to simmer for about 2 hours. 

 Serve the stew with boiled potatoes.

 Note: The hot food that we serve to our customers must always have a temperature of minimum 60 degrees.  
 Check the temperature regularly.

The instructions, here called ‘preparation’, are accompanied by a list of ingredients and a reminder that 
the food to be served must always have a temperature of minimum 60 degrees.

B)  ANALYSING
Instructions – both oral and written – are often based on the same type of standard formula. They de-
scribe actions that should be performed in a particular order. In food recipes, these actions are often 
placed vertically one above the other. If one reads a food recipe horizontally, one learns about the indi-
vidual steps in the instructions. This includes a verb describing the act (here in the imperative), nouns 
specifying the ingredients (singular or plural, and in definite or indefinite form), as well as a phrase say-
ing something about how, where and when (prepositional phrase). This allows the teacher to set up the 
following formula for the learners:

DO INGREDIENT/TOOL HOW, WHERE, WHEN

1. Cut the cabbages into smaller pieces

2. Place cabbage and slices of meat in layers in the pan

3. Sprinkle salt and pepper between the layers

. Pour over the water

5. Bring to the boil [the water] by turning up the heat

6. Turn down the heat when the water boils

7. Let simmer the stew for about 2 hours
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Many learners are very keen to learn grammar and they associate language teaching with learning gram-
mar, but it is a complicated process to transfer knowledge of grammar to communicative use of the lan-
guage. The learner’s desire to learn grammar may come from the need to have some structure to lean on. 
So instead of giving a grammatical description of the recipe, one can insert it into the above form, which 
will provide a structure that can be used when working with instructions, but in a form that is linked to 
the instructions as a communicative act – and not to an abstract system like traditional grammar.

C) USING 
One example of a task that the learners can work on might be to make recipes for dishes from their 
home countries – or to explore Norwegian dishes – based on oral descriptions. Each learner, or the mem-
bers of a group of learners, can explain or make a recording of how a dish should be prepared. Another 
learner, or another group, can listen to the explanation/recording, and, based on the description, write a 
recipe including a list of ingredients. Online videos with cooking instructions could also be useful.

Pre-task activities preparing the learners for the task could include:

• Use the form above, but remove all the ingredients, so that the learners, for example in pairs, have 
to discuss which ingredients should be placed where in the form.

• Take photos of the different phases of the cooking process. Let the learners work in groups of four, 
for example, and distribute the photos internally in each group so that nobody has the same photo. 
The learners take turns to describe their own photo(s) without showing them to the others. Based on 
the descriptions, the learners must agree on the correct order of the photos. A simpler version could 
be to place all the photos on the table in front of the learners and to let them discuss the correct order 
among themselves.

It is also possible, of course, to use many of the traditional task types in the pre-task. An example of a 
task type can be to let one learner describe an ingredient or a kitchen utensil and to let another guess 
what it is. Another could be to get the learners to combine an ingredient (for example potatoes) with the 
verb that matches it (peel). In many cases, these types of tasks are available in digital format.

Which linguistic items one wants to include in the post-task depends on what the learners had prob-
lems with, or what might otherwise be relevant. An example of an activity could be to get the learners 
to watch a cooking programme where other verb forms are used than in recipes or let them listen to an 
audio recording of someone describing what they do in connection with cooking: ‘Now I’m peeling the 
potatoes, then we put them into the water’ etc. The focus could be on a description in the present tense, 
then ‘translating’ it into recipes with verbs in the imperative. This type of assignment could also be made 
the task itself.

Oral instructions in a retirement home kitchen

The following example shows how to use oral instructions from the learners’ work placement as a basis 
for communicative, work-oriented language learning in the classroom. The example is taken from a re-
tirement home in Denmark, where two learners are making meatloaf for the residents on the basis of oral 
instructions from a member of the staff (Michael Svendsen Pedersen, 2017).

A) COLLECTING
One staff member has made the forcemeat for the meatloaf.
She then asks two trainees to help her to finish preparing the meatloaf. This task has been recorded on 
video, and here one can see the trainees standing at a table with the meatloaf:
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And here is a transcript of some of the communication:

 – Employee [to Trainee] Would you help me with this so that I can finish it?  
  [ T starts working on the forcemeat].

 – E: It needs to be smoothed out with water.
 – T: Like this, okay.
 – E: And then, that one’s okay. And then there should be bacon on top. Then you have to put on a pair of gloves.  
  And wrap it in bacon.
 – TL: Okay. [after a short while] Is it OK like this?
 – E: And then that one.
  [T: Spreads out the forcemeat in a roasting tin].
 – E: You shape it like a loaf of bread.
 – T: Yes.
 – E: Yes, you probably need to have a little more water on your hands. No, put more water on your hands.

B)  ANALYSING
This is an example of oral instructions, and the language used in the instructions differs in several ways 
from the written instructions used in recipes. Here, we can see different variants of instructions:

 1. Instructions that are almost like orders: ‘And wrap it in bacon’.
 2. Instructions concerning the next step in the work process: ‘And then there should be 
  bacon on top’.
 3. Instructions that focus on the specific work procedures, but that also resemble guidance:  
  ‘it only needs to be smoothed with water’, ‘you shape it like a loaf of bread’, ‘you take 
  water like this’, ‘you probably need to have more water on your hands’. The use of the 
  present tense and passive voice, as well as words like ‘only’ and ‘probably’, make the 
  instructions less direct and more like guidelines.

Although the language differs from the language used in the recipe, the instruction can be ‘translated’ into 
the form used in the recipe:

DO INGREDIENTS HOW, WHERE, WHEN

1. Smooth It with water

2. Add Bacon 

3. Wrap It In bacon

4. Shape It like a loaf of bread
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At the same time, it is important to be aware of the differences. Aside from the fact that the imperative 
is not used much, the language also differs from the language in recipes in that it often refers to things 
(ingredients, utensils) using pronouns like ‘it’. This is because the communication is part of a work situa-
tion, where it is clear from the situation what ‘it’ refers to. This is an important general point to include in 
work-oriented language training. One might think that the most frequently used words in a workplace are 
words and expressions describing tools and materials, but they are actually fairly rarely used because it is 
clear from the context what is being referred to.

Another difference compared with written recipes is that this is a direct linguistic interaction. The learn-
er asks questions to make sure she has done everything right: ‘Is it OK like this?’, and even though the 
employee does not answer directly ‘yes’ or ‘no’, the answer is apparent from what is happening in the 
situation. To indicate that she has understood the employee, the learner says: ‘like this, okay’, ‘okay’, ‘yes’.

In addition to the use of language to give instructions, the communication is also characterised by a 
specific professional culture. The forcemeat should be smoothed out in the correct way, gloves should 
be worn, and it is important to put enough water on your hands. Later, it turns out that the meatloaves 
should be of a certain size, and of course they must go into the oven at a certain time and at a certain 
temperature. The correct quantities of ingredients, correct work procedures, accuracy and precision are 
thereby part of the professional culture – which is also reflected in the language.

C) USING 
Based on the analysis of this situation (the target task) in the retirement home kitchen, the teacher can 
develop several different pedagogical tasks for the learners. If the learners are placed in different work-
places, it may be a good idea to create tasks that unite their experiences of being given instructions. The 
learners can instruct each other in how to use the coffee maker, how to fill in a well-known form or sim-
ilar. To make the task communicative and practise the use of natural language, the key thing is to make 
sure that there is an information gap, meaning that some of the learners have information that the others 
need.

It is difficult or almost impossible, however, to design teaching tasks that make the learners use an 
equally varied language as that used to give oral instructions in the retirement home kitchen. Instruc-
tions can be given in many different ways and contexts, so that the language is not only varied but also 
context-specific. The learners should, therefore, explore and observe how instructions are given in dif-
ferent ways in their respective workplaces or work placements. Sandwall’s integration tasks (Sandwall, 
2013) and her three phases can be used for this purpose: preparation in the classroom, implementation 
in the workplace and follow-up work in the classroom.

A)  PREPARING. Here, the learners work on the language in the teaching space. For example, they can 
be given tasks related to instructions, and then investigate what kind of language they used to solve the 
tasks they were given. The learners can also pay attention to the instructions the teacher gives in con-
nection with the teaching or that they encounter at the training centre. They are then given the task of 
investigating how instructions are given in the workplace.

B)  IMPLEMENTING. Here, the learners perform specific tasks related to exploring the language at work 
in the workplace / work placement. The learners will use the language they bring with them from the 
teaching space and observe the language they encounter. They may be given an opportunity to make 
audio recordings of oral instructions and to take photos of written instructions. They may have a chance 
to ask a colleague or a supervisor to instruct them in the performance of a particular task. Gaining ex-
perience of initiating language learning and having learning strategies for taking advantage of different 
situations for language learning purposes – including invitations to language learning from others – helps 
to make the learners active language learners who share responsibility for their own learning. Finally, the 
learners may be given an opportunity to instruct a colleague in something they themselves have been 
instructed in. 
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C)  FOLLOW-UP WORK. Here, the learners work on the language they have collected and the experience 
they have gained. They take their experiences – and perhaps also recordings of oral instructions – from 
the working space back into the teaching space and are given an opportunity to compare them with the 
language the others have collected and with the language the meet in the teaching space. They can also 
work on new tasks where they experiment with using some of the language they have brought with them 
from the workplace.

This creates a learning circuit where the learners can become aware of how different and context-spe-
cific language usage is in various contexts. The learners are thereby given an opportunity to become 
context-sensitive (Brouwer and Nissen, 2003) in the language interactions they are part of. The learners 
are not only expected to solve the tasks prepared by the teacher, but also to be active, explorative and 
reflective participants in their own learning process, both in the teaching space and in the working space. 
This also changes the learning culture and the learners’ role in the teaching space.

Oral instructions in a kindergarten

In this example, we follow an intern who is on a work placement in a kindergarten. Together with the 
kindergarten teacher, the learner is going help the children to make Christmas decorations, and thereby 
learn to give the children instructions and guide them through the process of making something.

A) COLLECTING
In the kindergarten, a group of young children are sitting around a table making Christmas paper cones 
together with kindergarten worker and an intern On the table, there is cardboard, glue, brushes, glossy 
paper Christmas stars and ribbons. The kindergarten worker and the intern’s job is to help the children to 
make Christmas paper cones, and this job function includes several tasks:

• help the children to put on plastic aprons
• help the children to glue and put stars on the paper cones
• help the children to take off the plastic aprons
• help the children to wash their hands at the washbasin

The kindergarten worker initiates a dialogue about the task of ‘helping the children to glue and put stars 
on the paper cones’. Although the following only shows parts of the communication, it gives an impres-
sion of the speech acts that are performed: 

–  Kindergarten worker: Do you want some glue? Do you want Ingunn to help you? Yes, but then you have to show  
Ingunn how you want it.

– Child: Look at mine!
– KW: It’s very pretty. You’re doing everything yourself.

– KW: Do you want a ribbon like this?
– C: No.
– KW: Not this one either?

– KW: Very good! It’s going to look pretty!
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B)  ANALYSING
In an analysis of the communication situation, three speech acts can be identified:

Helping the children to accomplish the task:
‘Do you want some glue? Do you want Ingunn to help you? Yes, but then you have to show Ingunn how you want it.’

Encouraging the children to do it themselves:
‘You’re doing everything yourself.’

Praising the result: 
‘It’s very pretty’, ‘Very good’, and ‘It’s going to look pretty’.

The communicative purposes in this situation are to help, encourage and praise the children, from which 
we can identify a specific professional culture: Kindergartens are about children learning how to solve 
tasks themselves and thereby become independent individuals. This is confirmed in the kindergartens’ 
own description of their educational philosophy, which emphasises, among other things, that the chil-
dren shall become self-reliant and learn how to take care of themselves and others. When the kindergar-
ten worker says ‘Do you want?’, this is because it intended to contribute to the child’s independence and 
expresses the kindergarten’s professional culture. In the same kindergarten, one can see that some of the 
interns perform the tasks for the children instead of helping them to do them themselves. Through lan-
guage teaching, one can, therefore, work on understanding how to use the language so that it contributes 
to achieving the aims of the educational philosophy.

C)  USING
There are several videos on the internet with instructions on how to make Christmas decorations, and 
based on such a video, a task can be created using the instruction form:

MAKING A PAPER CONE I
• Watch and listen to the video with instructions for how to create a Christmas paper cone.
• Fill in the form.

The form below is partly completed to show how it can be done:

Do Thing How/where

1 Draw the circle on the paper

2 Cut out the circle with a pair of scissors

3 Fold the paper with glue

4

Here, the task consists of the learners watching and listening to the video and filling in the instructions 
on the form. One version could be that only half the class watch the video, and then they pair up with 
someone who has not watched it and instruct them. Because the instructions include actions to be carried 
out in a certain order, this procedure can also be used for a task where each learner is given one picture 
in a series of pictures describing how to make a paper cone. Without showing their picture to the others, 
each learner will explain what it shows. Together, the learners must agree on the correct order of the 
pictures.
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MAKING A PAPER CONE II
• The learners work in groups of four.
• Each learner has been given a picture and must explains what the picture shows.
• The learners must sort out the correct order of the pictures.

Once again, integration tasks can be used before and after this task to allow the learners to communicate 
in and about the work-oriented language, as it is actually used in the workplace.

An extended communicative approach

In the description of the communicative approach, some examples were given of how communicative 
tasks from the learners’ working day, so-called ‘target tasks’, require the learner to master functional lan-
guage, and how this can be practised through educational tasks in the classroom. What constitutes func-
tional language is not only defined by the task to be performed, however, but also by the local profes-
sional culture and a specific work organisation, for example organisation in teams. The following model 
shows how all these contexts influence the functional language in the workplace.

Teaching spaceWorking space

LEARNING SPACE THE REFLECTION CIRCLE

Use

Collect

Functional language

Job task

Vocational/
Professionalculture
Work organisation

Functional language

Task in the classroom

Integration tasks

Discussion of the 
surronding system

Communicative
approach

Socio-cultural
approach

Biographical approach

1. Description of 
the situaton:
• What happened?

4. Analyse:
• Which theories?
• Why?
• How did you use them?
• Are other theories relevant?

2. Emotions/thoughts
in the situation:
• What did you feel/think?
• Why?

3. Evaluation:
• What was good in
   the situation?
• What was less good?

6. New action:
• What will you do if 
   you find yourself in  
   a similar situation?

5. Conclusion:
• Wat could you have
   done di�erently?
• Why?
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This model is a useful basis for understanding what is required of the learners’ use of language at work / 
in a work placement, and why. By including these contexts in the teaching, the learners will also be able 
to practise analysing and understanding the background to the language use requirements they encounter 
at work.

In an even broader perspective, the development of a functional, work-oriented language requires the 
learners to understand the surrounding ‘system’. This includes, for example, understanding that one’s own 
work placement is the result of particular legislation and of different institutions’ decisions, and how pay 
and working conditions are determined by agreements in the labour market. For this purpose, one can, 
among other things, use connecting questions (Sandwall, 2013), i.e. questions that, for example, connect 
news about political decisions to similar conditions in the learners’ workplaces. This will make it clear 
to the learners that there is an interplay between what is happening in the teaching space, in the work-
ing space and in society at large. In addition, discussions about such topics will give them a chance to 
use natural language. To sum up, the learners can work on functional language in the classroom in the 
following way:

Teaching spaceWorking space

LEARNING SPACE THE REFLECTION CIRCLE

Use

Collect

Functional language

Job task

Vocational/
Professionalculture
Work organisation

Functional language

Task in the classroom

Integration tasks

Discussion of the 
surronding system

Communicative
approach

Socio-cultural
approach

Biographical approach

1. Description of 
the situaton:
• What happened?

4. Analyse:
• Which theories?
• Why?
• How did you use them?
• Are other theories relevant?

2. Emotions/thoughts
in the situation:
• What did you feel/think?
• Why?

3. Evaluation:
• What was good in
   the situation?
• What was less good?

6. New action:
• What will you do if 
   you find yourself in  
   a similar situation?

5. Conclusion:
• Wat could you have
   done di�erently?
• Why?

Potential communication situations

When looking at the communication the learners are part of in the workplace, one will often see that 
there is not a lot of communication going on. This can be because the task does not require much 
communication, for example in a manufacturing firm, or it may be because the learner is not included in 
potential communication situations.

Thus, it may not be sufficient to create an interplay that reproduces the language the learners use in the 
workplace, it might also be necessary to counter – or exceed – the communicative limitations that can 
exist in the workplace (Michael Svendsen Pedersen, 2007; Sandwall, 2013). A study of these workplaces 
in more detail will often make it possible to identify several potential – and highly relevant – commu-
nication situations. Below, some examples are presented of how to work communicatively on potential 
communication situations in the learners’ workplaces / work placements.

Incident reporting in a warehouse

In this example, an employee who has Norwegian as his second language is working in a big warehouse 
preparing items to be distributed to supermarkets. The employee is driving a forklift truck around the 
warehouse, stacking goods on pallets on the truck, wrapping them in plastic and taking them to a lift, 
from where they are placed in a lorry and transported to customers.
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A) COLLECTING
The only language he has to use to perform this work function is to listen and repeat some numbers, 
for example ‘217, 2; 107, 4 etc.’. Through his earpiece, he hears a voice giving him these numbers, which 
means that he must go to item numbers 217 and 107 and pick up two packs of one and four of the other. 
Through his microphone, he repeats the numbers to confirm that he has performed the task. This is how 
most of his workday proceeds, and it is more or less his only immediate communication situation.

On closer inspection, however, it turns out that there are some laminated charts next to the notice board 
in the warehouse, providing instructions on how to act in the event of ‘fire, explosion, gas leaks’. The 
workers also carry around a small pad with fields to be filled in if an unexpected incident or accident 
occurs: What happened? Why did it happen? What can be done about it? Various notices are displayed 
on the notice board, including notice of a union meeting. It is also possible to imagine the forklift truck 
developing a technical problem, which requires him to call for technical assistance. The supervisor also 
explains that employee development interviews will be held at which the employee’s further develop-
ment in the workplace will be discussed. These discussions can be decisive for the employee’s future in 
the workplace, and possibly his future career. Preparing him for these discussions may, therefore, be of 
great importance to both himself and the company.

In other words, there are some potential communication situations that the employee is not directly part 
of or aware of – situations that it will be useful for both himself and the company for him to be included 
in. These situations can be identified through observations and interviews, and they can then be included 
in the language course 

B)  ANALYSING
The employees/interns in this workplace must be able to report undesirable incidents in incident report, 
and adapt the style of language and the content to the recipient and the purpose. In this case, the recip-
ients are the management and the safety delegate, and the purpose is to provide information that can be 
used for further improvements and safety work.
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          ASKO
- we deliver food all over Norway       OBSERVE AND REPORT

Date: Time: Department:

What happened and 
where?

Accident      
Near miss   
Improvement 
Other

Why did it happen?

Proposed action.

The report has been 
submitted to:

Name: Tel.:

Signature:

C)   USING
The teacher shows a video taken from the internet that concerns an accident involving a forklift truck 
in a warehouse. As a pre-task activity, the learners are asked to describe the incident that took place in 
the film, to work on forms of language and explain why it happened. After writing the first version, the 
learners receive feedback and continue working on the language. A learner’s first and second versions 
look like this:

1. ‘Forklift (truck) pick up load, hit the man, lot of damage. It was driver fault, load not 
down’

2. ‘Forklift picks up load and hits a man who is badly injured. It was the driver’s fault, 
the load was blocking the view.’

Writing an incident report

The learners’ descriptions of the sequence of events can then form the basis for a task, where what is 
written is read by – or aloud to – a learner who has not seen the video. Based on the description, he 
or she must draw the sequence of events on a layout plan of the warehouse. The following shows the 
text that was read aloud, and then how another learner drew the sequence of events using red and 
black arrows.

‘Me in lunchroom, see forklift pick up load from right side of shelf 2, forklift go left. Pedes-
trian comes from the right side of shelf 3 (…)’
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In this task, the learners practise both oral and written communication relating to safety work and re-
porting. Variations of this task form a good basis for further work on precise language and appropriate 
language forms in connection with reporting at work.

Customer service in a supermarket

An intern who works in a supermarket explains that the communication situations he is involved in 
consist of explaining to customers where to find items, talking to customers when on the checkout, and 
sometimes talking to colleagues. Other than that, much of his workday is spent on stocking shelves, tidy-
ing etc. This is also confirmed when observing the learner performing his work.

To create a task that enables him to work on explaining to customers where to find items, A and B can 
have a drawing of the supermarket. A places different items in the drawing, and B asks, for example 
based on a shopping list, where the items are located. A replies, and B explains where the item is. Finally, 
A and B check whether the same items are located in the same place. This task can form the basis for a 
learning circuit in which the teacher or another person plays the customer’s role in connection with the 
next work placement visit.

A) COLLECTING
As previously mentioned, the learners need to have knowledge about the professional culture, values 
and work culture in the workplace to be able to develop a functional and acceptable language. To gain 
this knowledge, it may be expedient for the teacher or learner to interview a manager or colleague about 
these issues. A manager in a supermarket chain where several of the learners had work placements ex-
plains that ‘Customer service is the be-all and end-all – our top priority’, and continues: ‘When a customer 
comes up to you and asks a question, you must be able to explain where things are; you must be able to 
give them tips; you must be able to say “goodbye”, “have a nice day” – the little things. You also have to 
be able to give them information about the product.’

B) ANALYSING
According to the manager, customer service is about giving advice, and to be able to do so, the learners 
must be able to assess which products are relevant to which customers. They must also be able to tell the 
customer where to find them, but in a way that meets the requirements for good customer service.

C) USING
TASK 1: A task that can give the learners practice in giving advice involves four learners working together 
in a group. Each learner represents a type of customer who prefers: a) cheap products, b) fast food, c) 
organic products and d) vegetarian food. Each learner has a mixed stack of cards containing pictures of 
items matching the different types of customers. By communicating with each other, they must now try to 
distribute the pictures amongst themselves so that they match the customer types.

TASK 2: Explaining to customers where to find an item can also be learned through a task. The teacher 
can show the learners an example of a conversation between a shop assistant and a customer, either in 
the form of a text, a role play or a video, and the learners can then discuss whether the employee lives 
up to the manager’s customer service requirements and how the language can be further developed so 
that it is more service-oriented. The following dialogue is a conversation that took place between the 
teacher and a learner during a work placement visit. When the dialogue is recorded and then transcribed, 
it can be used later as the basis for discussions in the classroom.
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Customer service

 C: Hello
 T: Can I help you?
 C: Yes, please, I’m looking for food for a six-month-old baby. 
 T: This one?
 C: Yes, what is it? T:  It’s chicken.
 C: OK, do you have anything else? Anything that contains meat? 
 T: Meat? Here.
 C: Spaghetti with sauce. That sounds good. I think I’ll try that one. Thanks for your help. 
 T: You’re welcome.

Summary

In the description of the communicative approach, we have shown that work-oriented language training 
should not just focus on the learners’ current job tasks, but should take a broader perspective and help 
to make the learners employable. Focusing on work qualification means that the interplay between the 
teaching space and the working space to a greater extent exceeds, or counters, the limitations on com-
munication and language learning in the working space. Such an extended focus in the teaching can help 
to make the learners less marginalised and more integrated in their workplace, so that they have better 
opportunities for both career development and learning.
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Socio-cultural Approach  
– empowerment of the learner

A socio-cultural approach means working on language as social practice and language learning as lin-
guistic socialisation. This involves using and learning the language to become part of and find one’s 
identity in a social group. The goal is to empower the learners, to give them the agency they need to par-
ticipate in many more communication situations, and to become part of different working communities. 
They need to acquire the language and knowledge required to negotiate the identity and position they 
want in the workplace, and to talk their way into job tasks and the workplace community.

The workplace contains many different resources that can be of use to someone who is learning the lan-
guage and work culture. This can include messages on the notice board, chatting during breaks, meetings 
and cooperation on the performance of job tasks. However, the learners must also have what it takes to 
be able to make use of these opportunities. Teaching the learners what they need to gain access to and 
make use of the opportunities for learning that exist in the workplace also enables them to create more 
learning opportunities for themselves.

To be able to talk their way into different roles and positions in the workplace, the learners need the 
language required to describe themselves and their qualifications. When the learners are asked to say 
something about themselves during the language training, they can be asked not only to say where they 
come from, where they live etc., but also to talk about their qualities, skills and qualifications: What qual-
ities, skills and qualifications do I have? What is my perspective on work? How do my abilities match the 
requirements for the work? How can I progress?

A socio-cultural approach is based on the learners’ experience in the workplace and gives them an 
opportunity to process these experiences. Experiences can be collected through the use of integration 
tasks or other experience-based methods where the learners act as linguistic ‘ethnographers’. They can 
study the interaction and communication in the workplace: who talks to whom, how are they spoken to 
themselves and how can they communicate with others. This can later be discussed and processed in the 
classroom.

3
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As Norton puts it, the learners should act as ‘researchers’ in their own workplaces for classroom-based social 
research. She describes it as follows: ‘Classroom-based social research help the learner understand how 
opportunities to speak are socially structured, how the learner might create possibilities for social interac-
tion with target language speakers, and how the teacher might gain insight into the learners’ identities and 
investments’ (Norton, 2013). She proposes that learners use diaries or journals as a tool to reflect on their 
own observations. This idea can be expanded to include the use of logbooks/learning diaries, in which 
the learners note down new words, integration tasks they have been given, what they got out of working 
on these tasks, language from the workplace and reflections on things that happened in the workplace. In 
other words, logbooks can be an important tool in the learners’ communicative and socio-cultural language 
learning – including in the workplace. The learners thereby become active participants in their own lan-
guage learning, and are given an opportunity to share their experience with other learners.

Empowerment through improved specialised language and increased vocational/
professional expertise

At a training centre, the teacher spends some hours visiting a learner on a work placement in a su-
permarket. Together, they go through the items in the product groups, so that the learner acquires 
basic knowledge that she can use, for example in conversations with customers, but also as part of her 
professional development within this field of business. The training centre and the teacher have estab-
lished cooperation with the workplace in advance, and a plan has been drawn up for the work place-
ment. When the teacher visits the intern, she goes through, for example, different types of fizzy drinks 
in the cold storage, and at the same time focuses on important words: There is a ‘product description’ 
on the bottles: some types of fizzy drinks contain ‘sugar’, others contain ‘sweeteners’, which are a ‘sugar 
substitute’. They also contain ‘water’, ‘fruit’ and ‘colourants’, and they come in a ‘packaging’. They also 
go through the guidelines for what to wear in the cold storage: ‘warm underwear’, ‘hat’. The learner 
notes down words and phrases in her notebook, so that the words are grouped in semantic fields. For 
example, ‘packaging’ can be ‘carton’, ‘can’, ‘cup’ or ‘bottle’.

Then, the teacher and the learner go into the staff room where 
they have access to videos about the supermarket chain. One of 
the videos is about how to handle products in the refrigerated 
counter. The video explains how to place the products in the 
counter in a ‘neat and orderly’ fashion, and so that ‘the right 
product is in the right place’. It also says that ‘Frozen products 
are of course not the most attractive products to stock’. By 
helping the learner to complete the teaching programme, the 
teacher helps the learner to gain a better understanding of both 
the language and the culture in the workplace. When she also 

shows the learner where to find job vacancies in the supermarket chain, she also gives the learner a 
better chance of getting a job. The language teaching thereby not only contributes to raising the learn-
er’s communicative competence, it also empowers her and makes her employable.

Reflection as a basis for learning

As previously mentioned, the learners themselves can obtain information about language and work 
culture through integration tasks and by noting down their own observations and experiences. The 
teacher can take steps to ensure that the learners are able to process challenging experiences through 
classroom conversations about each learner’s experiences in the workplace / work placement. It can be 
a good idea to base this process on the ‘reflection circle’ (Michael Svendsen Pedersen, 2007). Based on 
the phases in the reflection circle, the learners can be encouraged to talk about challenging experiences 
at work. The situations can then be discussed and analysed in class.
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Teaching spaceWorking space

LEARNING SPACE THE REFLECTION CIRCLE

Use

Collect

Functional language

Job task

Vocational/
Professionalculture
Work organisation

Functional language

Task in the classroom

Integration tasks

Discussion of the 
surronding system

Communicative
approach

Socio-cultural
approach

Biographical approach

1. Description of 
the situaton:
• What happened?

4. Analyse:
• Which theories?
• Why?
• How did you use them?
• Are other theories relevant?

2. Emotions/thoughts
in the situation:
• What did you feel/think?
• Why?

3. Evaluation:
• What was good in
   the situation?
• What was less good?

6. New action:
• What will you do if 
   you find yourself in  
   a similar situation?

5. Conclusion:
• Wat could you have
   done di�erently?
• Why?

When the group go through the individual phases of the reflection circle together, all the learners are 
given an opportunity to share their experiences and ideas about how to solve the problem. The solution 
they arrive at can also include a linguistic dimension: What can/should I tell my colleagues to clarify the 
situation or resolve the conflict?

Role play I

Problematic experiences or conflicts in the workplace / work placement can also be processed through 
cases and role play. The situations the learners share, for example through the use of the reflection circle, 
can be synthesised in a more general case description and then translated into a ‘dramatised’ form. After 
the role play, the situations can be discussed further with the other learners. The following example 
shows how a group of learners in one of the training centres create a case based on their own experi-
ences from work placements in retirement homes. They are asked to start with a problem, describe it and 
then act it out as a role play.

A) COLLECTING
The point of departure is something the learners have experienced in their own workplace / work place-
ment. It may be a random experience or an experience collected through integration tasks relating to 
certain problematic issues. If several learners have similar experiences, they can be compiled in a joint 
case description.
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B) ANALYSING
Here, the learners can be given a form showing what such a description can look like. Some of the main 
elements on such a form can be:

 1. Presentation of the problem
 2. Division of roles
 3. Description of the situation

This gives the learners a structure to relate to, which makes it easier to focus on the linguistic tools in the 
description, for example the possibility of using the present tense to describe the situation.

C) USING
A group of learners described a case as follows:2

 
 In this role play, we want to show how staff treated patients in a retirement home. People treat 
 people in different ways, others just think about themselves.

 We were raised in different ways and we come from different countries. We have different  
 cultures.

 In this role play, we have two employees: Hanne, who comes from the Philippines, and Lise, 
 who comes from Norway. 

 Hanne is a health care assistant, Lise is a nurse, and they work in a residential treatment centre.  
 They know their job tasks and the patients in the wards well.

 The two employees treat the patients differently. Hanne is always annoyed and plays with her 
 mobile phone.

 One day, all the staff are gathered in the meeting room, listening to the report. After the report, 
 Lise decides that Hanne has to take care of Grete, while Lise takes care of Marie. Grete suffers 
 from severe dementia. She cannot remember anything, not even her children. Grete is not 
 anxious. Everyone who cares for Grete must introduce themselves before they can start. 
 One day, Hanne just opens the door to Grete’s room. She does not say hello to Grete, and just 
 takes the duvet from her. Grete was provoked. She screamed and said ‘get away from me’. 
 Lise heard the scream and ran to her room.

 Lise tried to get her to relax. Lise talk about nice things to Grete. She likes it so much if you say 
 she is pretty and that mummy has come to visit her. She cheered up. Lise sent Hanne to Marie’s  
 room, Marie was on the toilet. Hanne opens the door without knocking first.

 She asked Marie if she was finished, and Hanne was a bit annoyed and walked around her 
 room because Marie was not finished.
  
 Marie suffers from dementia, but she improved a bit when she was given medication. She is 
 calm and they are sitting at the same table (…). Grete sees that Marie is being served hot 
 chocolate. Grete likes hot chocolate. She took it from Marie, and they started arguing. The staff 
 had to remove Marie from the table and they moved her over to Grete instead. Marie is a little 
 better than Grete. She can understand, but Grete can argue with them as well.

2 The text has been anonymised and shortened, and minor changes have been made to make it easier to read.
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When the text was ready, the group acted out the role play for the others in the class As can be seen 
from the photo below, the classroom is furnished like a room in a retirement home, so that the role play 
can be as realistic as possible. Afterwards, the other learners were given a chance to provide feedback on 
the language and content.

Of course, the role play provides an expanded communicative space, but the activities in the individu-
al phases of the process must nonetheless be turned into language learning activities. For example, the 
learners can work on the language in both:

 a) the description of the role play, and
 b) the role play itself

Role play II

The following is an excerpt from a role play the learners have acted out, and it shows how it can be ana-
lysed and used as the basis for educational work focusing on the language form and work culture.

 Nurse (N): Hello Marie, good morning. 
 Patient (P): Good morning.
 N: Are you alright?
 P: No.
 N: Did you sleep well? 
 P: I’m cold.
 N: So you’re cold? It’s OK. I’m going to tend to you, but first you need to go to the toilet, 
  so you can go to food. Soon ten o’clock. OK, I will help you to get up. Very good, 
  very good.
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ANALYSIS:
Speech acts

• Say hello to the patient
• Ask if the patient has slept well
• Encourage the patient
• Explain

Expressions
• ‘I’ll help you to get up/go to bed’
• ‘Do you want to do it yourself?’
• ‘Can I brush your teeth?’

Professional culture
• Help the patient to be independent
• Respect the patient’s integrity

As the examples show, teaching increasingly becomes a combination of language teaching and profes-
sional training. Proceeding in this direction entails that, in addition to expertise in language didactics, the 
teacher must also have a certain insight into the vocational/professional area in question, for example 
goods in supermarkets and care in a retirement home. This type of training requires good cooperation 
between the training centre and the workplace, and that a training plan has been prepared jointly.
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4
Biographical Approach – focus on 
identity 

Being a refugee or an immigrant involves ruptures and going through major life changes. Some have an 
education from their home country that it is difficult to use in the new country. Others have no or little 
education from their home country and must become qualified to be able to get a job. The culture they 
are to settle in can be very different from the one they have lived in until now. This entails having to reor-
ient their lives and trying to find meaning in a new life without losing their own background and identity. 
Each person deals with this in their own way based on their life experience, but how they deal with it 
will influence the effort they put into learning the language and becoming part of the working commu-
nity in the work placement. In a biographical approach, it is therefore decisive that the learners are given 
an opportunity to reflect on the identity they carry with them and their present situation, and to imagine 
who they will be in the new country.

Working on the learners’ stories about themselves and their past and present experiences helps the 
learners to make plans for the future (Daiute and Lightfoot, 2004). Through stories (narratives), they can 
revisit and retell some of their experiences, and reflect on and create an overview of their own lives, past, 
present and future (Benwell and Stokoe, 2006). The stories thereby help them to create meaning and 
coherence in their lives.

The biographical perspective focuses on the learners’ thoughts about what kind of lives they wish to lead 
and may be able to lead in the new society. Those learning a new language aim for the future when they 
imagine who they and others in different local communities may become (Norton and Kanno, 2003). The 
learners are thereby oriented towards what are known as ‘imagined communities’ and an ‘imagined iden-
tity’ (Anderson, 1991). Imagined communities are about who the learners wish to be in their new country, 
and which groups and professional communities they wish to belong to. The learners’ imagined commu-
nities, and the extent to which they feel that their learning efforts bring them closer to these communities, 
can have a strong influence on their commitment to language learning.3

3 The description of imagined identity and imagined communities is based on the presentation in Thuy Pham’s master’s thesis (2016).
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For a learner from an academic background assigned to a work placement for unskilled work, or for a 
stay-at-home mother entering the job market for the first time, this can entail dramatic changes in their 
life courses. The extent to which they feel that these changes fit with their own life story and dreams 
for the future, and how they handle it, has a bearing on how much they invest in learning the language 
(Norton and Toohey, 2011). Pham (Pham, 2016) describes the case of the learner ‘Hoa’, who is a lawyer, 
has a master’s degree in human rights from Norway and has previously worked for several international 
organisations in Asia. After a six-month language course in Norway, Hoa was given a work placement 
in a Norwegian public institution. Hoa saw the placement as relevant to her own profession, previous 
work experience and what she wanted to do for a living in Norway. She therefore interpreted challenges 
relating to language and skills in the work placement as things she needed to work on to be able to get 
the jobs she wanted in Norway. Instead of following her plan to quit the Norwegian language course and 
start working, she chose to continue the course after the work placement was completed to be able to 
land her ‘dream job’ when she found it.

The example shows that biographical meaning is one of the most important preconditions for the learn-
ers’ language learning, and that this is a dimension that can be brought into the learning process. One 
possibility is to use counselling as part of the work-qualifying language teaching. Through questions, the 
teacher or a counsellor can help the learners to formulate goals for their own language learning and work 
placements, to identity which barriers and possibilities they encounter, and how they are motivated to 
reach the goals they have formulated. This can be done individually or in groups as an element of shorter 
duration integrated in the teaching.

One of the training centres that took part in the project uses the career learning tool ‘Jobpics’ (‘Jobpics,’ 
2009) to make the teaching work-oriented. Jobpics is a conversational tool consisting of a series of pic-
tures of people in different jobs. It is used to map and categorise interests and disciplines. Each learner 
chooses cards showing disciplines they are interested in. They are given a sheet containing questions 
such as: ‘Who is the person in the picture? Where is this workplace? What is he or she doing at work? 
What type of tasks does he or she perform during the day/evening?’ Through different tasks and con-
versations, the learners are given a chance to reflect on what jobs they would like and have a chance to 
get. This may, in turn, motivate them to be more determined in their own language learning, and give 
work-oriented learning activities meaning in a life-course perspective. Through conversations about the 
cards, the learners also get to practise talking about themselves, their qualifications and their career wish-
es in a job-related context.

As previously mentioned, the employees who worked at the warehouse had employee development in-
terviews with their supervisor. Mastering such interviews can give the employee an important opportunity 
to present himself or herself as a good worker who wishes to progress in their career. The warehouse 
supervisor explained that he himself started out driving a forklift truck in the warehouse, then became a 
team leader and later supervisor. The supermarket manager also said that, in principle, an ordinary em-
ployee can end up as the managing director of the whole supermarket chain. He started as an ordinary 
employee himself, and later became assistant manager. After taking a few courses, he ended up as store 
manager. ‘There are opportunities for everyone,’ he says. Of course, not all learners have a chance to 
achieve or even want this type of career development, but the idea is to point to the possibilities of over-
coming a marginalisation that can feel hopeless, and instead see the possibilities for new personal, profes-
sional and linguistic development, thereby encouraging increased and more focused learning efforts.
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Summary

We have presented three different approaches to creating an interplay that sometimes counters and some-
times exceeds the boundary between the working space and the teaching space. What these approaches 
have in common is that they give the learners an opportunity to embark on a learning circuit. The three 
approaches are not intended as alternatives but as supplementary approaches. This means that, from an 
educational development perspective, the important thing is to find ways of combining them.

Teaching spaceWorking space

LEARNING SPACE THE REFLECTION CIRCLE

Use

Collect

Functional language

Job task

Vocational/
Professionalculture
Work organisation

Functional language

Task in the classroom

Integration tasks

Discussion of the 
surronding system

Communicative
approach

Socio-cultural
approach

Biographical approach

1. Description of 
the situaton:
• What happened?

4. Analyse:
• Which theories?
• Why?
• How did you use them?
• Are other theories relevant?

2. Emotions/thoughts
in the situation:
• What did you feel/think?
• Why?

3. Evaluation:
• What was good in
   the situation?
• What was less good?

6. New action:
• What will you do if 
   you find yourself in  
   a similar situation?

5. Conclusion:
• Wat could you have
   done di�erently?
• Why?

In the communicative approach, the aim is that the learners will achieve the communicative competence 
needed to handle immediate and potential communication situations in the workplace. The goal of the 
socio-cultural approach is to empower the learners and to give them the agency required to overcome 
the linguistic, social and cultural barriers they encounter and become legitimate, respected members of 
the working community. This is regarded as a precondition if they are to develop their own language 
skills. Finally, the goal of the biographical approach is to give the learners an opportunity to develop a 
coherent biography, and to experience that their own effort in the workplace or work placement makes 
sense in the context of their life course.

5
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We have given concrete examples of how the different approaches can be translated into didactic meth-
ods in the teaching. However, work-oriented or work-qualifying language training can primarily be 
achieved through the teachers’ own experiments and experience sharing. Here, each training centre and 
each individual teacher must find a way that fits the local objectives and possibilities.

In conclusion, it is worth remembering that second language teaching cannot be reduced to language in 
the workplace, but must also include language used in society at large and in learners’ personal lives, and 
that the learner is not just a worker but a whole human being who needs language skills to become part 
of civil society.
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